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What differentiates us? We grow them, we hand pick them because we live and breathe IT. That’s why our 
consultants strive for the best possible client care; 100% compliance and transparency.  Our process is simple. We 
start by listening to you and your team. Understand your requirements and culture. Then we recruit people with your 
desired skill sets. Lastly, we focus on proactive delivery. Our goal is to provide best-in-class contract staffing or full-
time placements. Review some of our recent placements below and let us know about your needs. 

 
  Title Director of Business Intelligence    
  Client A division of 21st Century Fox; over 300 entertainment, film, sports and factual channels for Television.  

Need (full-time placement) direct a team of analysts and data scientist for a division of FOX Television tracking and 
maintaining digital assets and data for many shows. 

  Tech Adobe Analytics and Marketing Cloud products, Cloud Storage AWS and Redshift, Company Sales platform. 
 

   Title Data Scientist     

  Client DCG focus is the development of TV and Long-form Video-centric products, bring Fox’s content to consumers.    
  Need (full-time placement) direct a team of analysts and data scientist for marketing and senior management initiatives. 
  Tech Machine learning techniques (Classification and Regression Trees, Naive Bayes, Analysis, Clustering). 
 
 

  Title Manager of Digital Analytics    
  Client AXS provides promoters access to the most innovative ticketing technologies and platforms.    

Need (Contract to Hire role) for an analyst to perform pixel tracking, data implementation, maintenance and reporting. 
  Tech Adobe Analytics, Workspace, SQL and API data mining. 
 
  

  Title Digital Analyst      

  Client A B2B real estate listings website operated by the News Corporation subsidiary Move, Inc.   
Need (Contract to Hire) remote Analyst supports realtor affiliates and sales team with their digital reporting needs. 

  Tech Google analytics, Google Tag Manager, Charles Proxy, SQL 
 
 

   Title Manager of BI and Data Science    
  Client Digital advertising company that delivers ad units that are self-selected by the viewer in exchange for content. 
Ne  Need (Contract to Hire) Business Intelligence projects working with teams that support senior management and clients. 
  Tech Python, SQL, SAAS, Tableau, Redshift 

 

Ask us about our First Hire promotion; (50% off our FT fee).   

Joel Russell  (213) 595-7117    joel.russell@truemetrics.net 
Andy Gangadharan  (818) 640-4496   anandan@truemetrics.net 

Truemetrics is a premier Digital Analytics and Data Science Consultancy. 

Our team of solution architects, certified analysts and DS specialists offer best-in-class service  
to companies that aim to use their data to translate business goals into actionable insights. 

Growing IT, BI,  

Digital Analytics and  

Data Science teams 

Truemetrics is a group of IT technocrats with diverse experience 

in Cloud Computing, Digital Analytics, Machine Learning, AI, 

Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence. In addition to 

helping companies with our strategic partnerships (Microsoft 

Azure, Adobe, Google, Tealium and Tableau), we also provide 

professional services for contract staffing and FT/Perm hires. 

needs.   
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